EDITORiAL~JOTE
The idea for this Journal has come from the graduate
students at the Institute of Social Anthropology in Oxford.
Papers given at graduate seminars and ideas arising from h'Ork for
diplomas and higher degrees very often merit ,dder circulation
and discussion ,vi thout· necessarily being ready 'for formal publication in professional journals. The'I'e obviously exists a need
in social anthropology for serious critical and theoretical discussion; JASO sees this as j:l;s main purpose. The Oxford
University Anthropological SOCiety established a JOl,lrnal Subcommittee to organise
venture. .
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This ninth issue completes the third year of the Journal.
Our.publication nov, has an international circ'\llation, and we
shoUld like to exp~e~s our thanks to those who have assisted
in its production and those who have given us encourageDlent in
Our enterprise.
. FORMAT
'de shall produce one issue per term (three per year).
Articles are lvelcome from students in all branches of anthropology
and from people :i,.n other disciplines interested in so cia.l
anthropology. Comments 'fill also be vlelcome.· For the present,
it is preferred that the main emphasis should be on analytical
discussion rather them on description' or ethnography. Papers
should be as short as is necessary to get the point over. As
a general rule, they should not exceed 5,000 liords. For future
issues, papers should be submitted following the conventions
for citations, notes andreferencea used in the A.S.A. monographs.
Communications should be addressed to the Journal Editors,
Institute of Social Anthropology, 51 Banbury Road, Oxford.
!ftCK ISSUES.
~Je have a stock of back issues st ill unsold.
Single issues
are available at 30p. in 1;he U.K. and $1 abroad. Complete
volumes (i (1970), II (1971) andIII (1972)) are each available at
the following rates: U.K. - 75 p. to individuals, £1 to institutions; abroad t2.50 to individuals, ~3 to institutions. Tl1e
subscription for Vol. IV (1973) is the same. (All prices cover
postage). Cheques should be made out to the Journal of the
Anthropological Society of Oxford, and sent to the Journal
Editors at 51 Banbury Road.

